
PHYSICS 
 

COURSE OVERVIEW 

The course is examined through end of course written 

examinations incorporating multiple choice answers, 

shorter answers and lengthier written answers. 

 

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT: Mrs J Dale 

EXAM BOARD:  AQA   

 

If you are fascinated by the physical world, from the tiniest 
sub-atomic particles, to galaxies and black holes, then 
Physics is for you. Physics will make you ask lots of 
questions about the universe, and will help you develop the 
skills, understanding and knowledge to set about answering 
them. 
The course is very practical, and we use ICT extensively, for 
data-logging, modelling and research.  
 

 
THE MAIN TOPICS COVERED ARE: 
Particles Physics, Quantum Physics, Waves, Mechanics and 
materials, Electricity, Thermal physics, Fields, Nuclear 
physics and Astrophysics. 
 

‘Physics A-level allows you study the 

concepts which underpin everything we 

have learnt about at GCSE, as well as 

new and existing areas of physics such 

as the behavior of subatomic particles.  

It provides the knowledge and developed 

ability to think critically about why 

things work and is a helpful 

accompaniment to the study of other 

science subjects, maths and the social 

science humanity subjects.’ 

2018 Leaver 
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Future Study Options                            
and Career Pathways    
 

 Physics and Engineering degrees, 
provided you have also taken           
A-level Mathematics 

 Degrees in other sciences, including 
medicine 

 Degrees in non science subjects 
including architecture 

 Apprenticeships, especially in 
Engineering 

 

Lots of information on the wide range 
of careers open to those with Physics 
qualifications is available at: 
 

www.physics.org/careers   

 
Extended Learning  
Opportunities for this 
Course  

Extra-curricular opportunities generally 
include Particle Physics and 
Astrophysics Masterclasses at the 
university, National Schools 
Observatory projects, and for some 
students, the chance to attend 
International Science Fairs and  
Nuffield Placements.   
We also run weekly support / catch up 
sessions to help you to ensure you  
fulfil your potential. 
 

‘Studying A-level Physics has 
been a very interesting journey -
to have the opportunity to 
understand the fundamentals of 
the universe has been an 
incredibly rewarding experience 
and one I know will be invaluable 
in my future. Not only do we 
build upon GCSE knowledge, 
new and exciting concepts are 
introduced including particle 
physics.  The teachers are 
amazingly supportive and take 
the time to ensure you understand 
each topic. I would recommend 
this subject to anyone wanting to 
be able to understand the world 
around them.’  
Dona, Now studying  
Medicine at University. 
 

 

 

‘Studying Physics A-level is both interesting                           

and rewarding. The syllabus explores topics                     

studied at GCSE at a greater depth, as well as delving 

into exciting areas of physics ranging from                    

particles to astrophysics. The department is very 

friendly, the teachers are passionate and are                    

always happy to explain concepts you might not 

understand. There is a wide variety of                                 

extra-curricular activities available such as                    

attending physics related masterclasses, mentoring 

younger students or even doing a Nuffield Research 

Placement. I would definitely recommend studying 

Physics at A level to anyone who is interested in 

learning more about the subject.’  

Former student Kat,  

now studying Physics at University  

 

 
Former Students of Physics 
 

Our former students have successful careers in many fields 

beyond physics including medicine, engineering, accountancy, 

education, librarianship, scientific research, and science 

journalism. 

Physics provides a very good foundation not only for directly 

related careers such as scientific research and engineering, but is 

also well respected as preparation for careers such as the law 

and finance, because of the analytical, logical thinking it 

develops. 

The vast majority of our students win places at their chosen 

university, and several have won highly sought-after 

apprenticeships with EDF at Heysham Power Station and 

Electricity North West. 


